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Pandemic spurs shift in consumers' views on Amazon, drives long-term changes in retail
• The Covid-19 pandemic has changed consumers’ views of online retail giant Amazon.com and continues to reshape the 

way people shop, according to data from Austin, Texas-based last-mile technology firm Convey, released this week.
• Convey’s second annual survey of more than 1,000 U.S. consumers finds that shoppers are relying on Amazon more 

than ever, and that their sentiment has grown more positive during the pandemic. Drawn in by fast, free shipping, a 
majority of consumers (52%) now say they think Amazon has a positive effect on the retail industry and that their 
former concerns about the online giant’s environmental impact are dwindling. What’s more, the survey found that the 
online retailer is succeeding despite consumers’ overwhelming desire to support small businesses: Although 95% of 
survey respondents said it’s important to support small businesses that have been hurt by the pandemic, more than 
40% of them admit to buying at least half of all their goods from Amazon.

• “With Amazon providing a lifeline during a year of store shutdowns and safety precautions, more consumers have 
positive attitudes about the company than previously,” the researchers wrote, pointing to some survey highlights:
o 42% of consumers buy the majority of their goods on Amazon, up 83% since the onset of the pandemic.
o The number of people who buy 75% to 100% of their products on Amazon has doubled over the past year, 

reaching 11%.
• The survey also found that more than a third of consumers (36%) now say Amazon has a positive impact on the 

environment, a jump of 36%, according to the research. Just 20% say Amazon has been bad for the environment—a 
decrease of 25% over last year’s survey. Younger shoppers are more likely to be skeptical of Amazon’s impact, with 32% 
of younger shoppers saying that Amazon has a negative impact on the environment.

• Respondents also listed reasons why they often choose Amazon over smaller suppliers:
o Lower costs: They say they are avoiding the higher item costs (35%), higher shipping costs (23%), and longer 

shipping times (21%) associated with smaller firms.
o Reliability: Nearly half of Americans (49%) shop at Amazon because they “trust their packages will be delivered 

when promised” and 19% said they choose Amazon for its “proactive communication during delivery,” according 
to the survey.
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Dollar General sales up 17.6% in Q4 but cautious on year ahead
• Dollar General ended the financial year with Q4 sales rising by 17.6% to USD8.4 billion and a 12.7% gain in same-

store sales driven by an increase in the average transaction amount, despite slower customer traffic. For the full 
year, the discount retailer completed over 2,700 real estate projects, including the opening of its 17,000th store, 
helping to deliver net sales growth of 28.1% during 2020, with the discounter benefiting from a pandemic-driven 
focus on products for the home. 

• Looking ahead, and with only a modest digital presence, Dollar General plans to maintain a strong focus on store-
based retail in 2021, with 1,050 new store openings and 1,750 store remodels. This is likely to include further focus 
on its ‘Popshelf’ format, a new concept launched in October and part of the company’s strategy to expand non-
consumables and reach new consumers.

Buy Now, Pay Later (BNPL)
• The Economic Fallout of COVID-19 Is Pushing Millions of Consumers Toward Digital Financing.
• Buy now, pay later solutions are quickly gaining adoption as consumers look for new financing options and 

merchants aim to drive sales. But the industry is still unsettled as firms are battling to lead the space, while card 
networks and issuers are                                                                                                     
looking to get involved too.

• Over one-third of US                                                                                                            
consumers have used a                                                                                                        
BNPL service—and the                                                                                                            
solutions have widespread                                                                                                    
adoption, considering over                                                                                                   
20% of consumers in each                                                                                                     
listed age group have used                                                                                                   
a BNPL service.
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Fourteen retailers expanding in 2021
So far this year, retailers in the U.S. have announced 3,199 store openings and 2,548 closures, according to Coresight 
Research (per CNBC). In 2019, retailers announced 4,548 openings, up from 3,747 in 2018. The good news: To date in 
2021, openings are already tracking to top each year prior. 

o Aldi: is adding 100 U.S. stores in 2021, with the locations focused on AZ, FL, CA and the Northeast.
o American Eagle Outfitters: 50 stores the end of this year. It expects to have 500 to 600 Aerie stores in 2023.
o Burlington Stores: from 761 stores nationwide, expanded its long-term store count potential to 2,000 stores.
o Citi Trends: open at least 30 stores and remodel 30 locations this year. With 585 stores in 33 states.
o Dollar General: opening 1,050 stores, remodeling 1,750 sites and relocating 100 stores.
o Dollar Tree: open 600 stores and renovate 1,250 Family Dollar locations this year.
o Fabletics: will open 24 stores across the nation in 2021.
o Five Below: open 170 to 180 new stores in 2021.
o Lidl: open 50 new stores by the end of 2021.
o Ross Stores: approximately 60 new stores.
o Sephora: more than 60 freestanding stores and 200 shop-in-shop locations in Kohl’s stores this year.
o Sprouts Farmers Market: 20 stores this year, including 10 in the Sunshine State.
o Target: 30 to 40 stores.
o Ulta Beauty: The beauty giant’s plans for this year include 40 new stores and 21 remodels or relocations.

Delay of Visa, Mastercard swipe fee should be made permanent, say retail group
• Visa and Mastercard’s decision to delay an estimated $1.2 billion increase in credit card interchange fees was 

cheered by the retail industry, which wants the companies to cancel the planned increase altogether. 
• Visa and Mastercard postponed a complex restructuring of credit card swipe fees that was set to take effect in April 

2020 to April 2022. The National Retail Federation applauded the delay but said increase should really be canceled 
altogether.
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U.S. Census Bureau Reporting
• Seasonally adjusted after-tax profits for retail corporations with assets of $50 million and over were $34.2 billion for 

the fourth quarter 2020 (the 3 months ending January 31, 2021), down $8.7 (+/- 0.3) billion from third quarter 2020 
(the 3 months ending October 31, 2020).

o Q4 2020: -8.7 $ billion
o Q3 2020 (r): +4.4 $ billion

• Manufacturing corporations' seasonally adjusted after-tax profits were $144.1 billion for the fourth quarter of 2020, 
down $6.3 (+/- 1.3) billion from third quarter of 2020.

o Q4 2020: -6.3 $ billion
o Q3 2020 (r): +116.0 $ billion

Alimentation Couche-Tard puts 306 stores in North America up for sale
• Alimentation Couche-Tard is downsizing its portfolio in the US, putting hundreds of Circle K stores on the selling 

block. The Canadian convenience store giant has retained real estate advisory firm NRC Realty & Capital Advisors LLC 
to coordinate the sale of 269 sites in the United States and 37 sites across six provinces in Canada. The average store 
is approximately 2,600 sq. ft., with an average lot size of 29,500 sq. ft. Couche-Tard's store network includes 9,261 
convenience stores in North America, with more than 7,100 in the U.S., mainly under the Circle K banner.

• Of the 306 sites for sales, 122 are fee-owned and 184 are leased. And 238 of the properties sell fuel and 68 are 
convenience only. 

DSW Parent May Close 65 Stores, Hiring Digital Leaders
• Designer Brands, parent company of DSW Designer Shoe Warehouse, said it has identified approximately 65 U.S. 

stores it may close over the next four years, including 24 locations in 2021.
• The retailer saw fourth quarter 2020 sales dip 27% to $609 million, which was still the best quarterly sales 

performance that it experienced in 2020 versus 2019. For the full year, sales decreased 36% to $2.2 billion
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Carrefour Brazil acquires Grupo BIG in EUR1.1 billion deal
• Carrefour has entered into an agreement with Advent International and Walmart to acquire Grupo BIG, Brazil’s 

third largest grocery retailer, for EUR1.1 billion. Carrefour is already Brazil’s largest retailer and when combined 
with Grupo BIG will see net annual revenues reach USD19 billion from a network of approximately 900 stores. 
Walmart, which sold its controlling stake in this business to Advent in 2018, will hold a 5.2% share with Advent in 
Carrefour Brazil on completion of the cash and shares transaction. 

• A complementary deal in terms of geography, Carrefour Brazil will expand its presence in regions where it has 
limited penetration, such as the Northeast and South of the country, converting the larger BIG, BIG Bompreço and 
Maxi banners into the Atacadão Cash & Carry and Carrefour formats where it expects to increase sales densities 
and extract synergies. Carrefour will also now enter the membership club segment in Brazil, operating and 
expanding the Sam’s Club format, through a license agreement with Walmart.

• Just two months after Carrefour was the target of a failed takeover bid, this acquisition strengthens its position as 
well as leadership presence in a major market. Pending approval by the antitrust authorities, grocery suppliers 
should see opportunities as Brazil is further consolidated as Carrefour’s second largest market outside of France, 
while also getting closer to the scale of Carrefour’s other European businesses combined. 

Albertsons adds Bowery vertically farmed produce
• Albertsons has begun rolling out indoor-farmed produce from Bowery                                                              

Farming to 275 Acme and Safeway stores in the Northeast and                                                                  
Mid-Atlantic.

• New York-based Bowery, which describes itself as the largest U.S. vertical                                                      
farming company, said Tuesday that 164 Acme stores in PA, NJ, NY, CT, DE                                                     
and ML and 111 Safeway stores in ML, VA and Washington, D.C., are now                                                        
carrying five of the brand’s most popular SKUs. Those products include                                                       
four greens — Bowery Baby Butter Lettuce, Bowery Crispy Leaf, Bowery                                                            
Spring Blend and Baby Kale Blend — and one herb, Bowery Basil.
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AWG Reports Record Results
• Associated Wholesale Grocers reported record consolidated company sales of $10.6 billion, an increase of 13.3 

percent on a comparable basis over 2019, and distributed $254.4 million in year-end patronage, an increase of 
$40.59 million over 2019. The numbers were released immediately following its Annual Shareholders Meeting held 
via videoconference March 23.

• AWG’s cooperative sales were $9.2 billion. The total distribution of cooperative benefits returned to shareholders, 
including interest, allowances and patronage, was $615 million

Lumber prices are up a staggering 188%—when will the wood shortage end?
As of the week of March 11, the price of lumber per thousand board feet is at $1,044, according to Random Lengths. 
That's an all-time high, and up 188% since the onset of the pandemic. The National Association of Home Builders 
calculates that current lumber prices are adding at least $24,000 to the price tag of a typical new single-family home.

“Exceptionally good” Hass crop expected from South Africa
• “There is a very good Hass crop, an exceptionally good crop. It’s probably almost double compared to last year,” 

Patrick Caetano, packhouse manager at Koeltehof Packers, the largest avocado packhouse in Mpumalanga says. “I 
think it’s going to be a very good season.”

• He explains that the greenskin avocados went through a dry period when they were flowering. “Later rain did help 
them to get a size up, but they went through a dry early spring. The Hass flowered two weeks later than the 
greenskins, at a time when there weren’t many temperature fluctuations, keeping to around 25 to 28°C. The rain 
that followed really enhanced it to set well.”

BRICS countries might offer the agriculture markets SA needs
The South African agricultural sector is export-orientated, with exports accounting for about half of the production in 
value terms, about US$10,2bn (about R150bn) in 2020 (up 3% y-o-y). This means that ensuring supply and demand is 
matched is critical for the agriculture sector.
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Report available at http://www.the-lmi.com/february-2021-logistics-managers-index.html
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XPO Logistics says name of contract warehousing spinoff will be GXO
• Transportation and warehousing conglomerate XPO Logistics Inc. is staying on track for the planned spin-off of its 

contract logistics arm, announcing today that the new company will be called GXO Logistics Inc.
• Meanwhile, the remaining truck brokerage and less than truckload (LTL) transportation division will continue to use 

its current name, XPO Logistics. Last month XPO confirmed that the pandemic had not changed those plans, saying it 
intends to complete the split by the second half of 2021.

• The news lends clarity to the maneuver, first announced in 2020, which will establish GXO as the second-largest 
contract logistics provider in the world after DHL Supply Chain. The nascent corporation had previously been referred 
to by the placeholder names “NewCo” and “SpinCo,” but will now use its official title, adorned with the marketing 
tagline “Logistics at full potential.”

Owner-operator model under assault in CA and Congress
The California freight market is a mess. Now the owner-operator model is under assault again. 1 million owner-operators 
are nervous about the future of their livelihoods due to laws like California’s AB5 and the proposed PRO Act that’s 
currently on the Senate’s desk. These laws would classify workers as an “employee” of the company unless that worker 
performs a service “outside the usual course of the business of the employer.” If passed, it will kill the model that has 
been a lifeline of the freight business for decades and add enormous pressure to the current capacity crisis.

Increasingly difficult yearly comps are a distraction; the market is rolling
Over the past three months, growth in outbound reefer tender volumes                                                         
(ROTVI.USA) has outpaced dry van growth, with the disparity accelerating                                                     
during the storms. As a result of the imbalance, major produce regions                                                       
like California, North Carolina and Florida have all seen severe reefer                                                      
capacity shortages over the past two weeks. 

VELOCITY
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Intermodal poised for run, according to Wells Fargo
• The NRF announced that TEUs handled at the major U.S. container ports it tracks increased 13% year-over-year in 

January, the busiest January in the dataset’s almost 20-year history. The group is now forecasting container imports to 
increase 23.3% year-over-year in the first half of 2021. The comparisons to 2020 are favorable through the spring given 
the traffic declines recorded during the first couple of months of the pandemic.

• Noting an unwinding of port congestion on the West Coast, an increase in manufacturing output in the Asia-Pacific 
region, a long runway for inventory restocking and easy year-over-year comparisons to 2020, a recent report said 
intermodal volumes are poised for strong growth.

Truckstop.com 7 Day Van Rate Per Mile Tracker
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Congress gives under 21-drivers a second look
Congress has reintroduced a bill that would allow CDL holders under the age of 21 to cross state lines. The young drivers 
would undergo a probationary period that requires the completion of 400 on-duty hours and 240 driving hours. Not to 
mention, all under 21 drivers must be accompanied by an experienced driver during that period. It’s one effort that 
could help the driver shortage and while trucking groups support the bill, opposers fear it could raise safety concerns.

Amazon’s cargo airline begins daily service to Fairbanks, Alaska
• Amazon Air is adding Fairbanks, Alaska, as a new destination in its e-commerce freight network.
• Transportation partner Sun Country Airlines will depart Thursday evening with a 737-800 cargo jet from Portland 

International Airport on the inaugural flight with Amazon packages. Amazon also launched daily service to Toledo, 
Ohio, on Thursday, with ground handling provided by Pinnacle Logistics.

• Fairbanks International Airport is Amazon’s second cargo terminal in Alaska after Anchorage and its most northern 
gateway in the world.

Canadian Pacific, Kansas City Southern Will Merge into “The First USMCA Railroad,” CPKC
• Canadian Pacific Railway Ltd. (CP) will acquire Kansas City Southern (KCS) in a                                              

cash and stock transaction worth US$29 billion, the two Class I railroads                                                    
announced early March 21. The combined entity will be named Canadian                                                         
Pacific Kansas City (CPKC).

• CP and KCS described the US$29 billion as “enterprise value” that includes the                                               
assumption of $3.8 billion of outstanding KCS debt. The transaction, which has                                               
the unanimous support of both boards of directors, values KCS at $275 per                                                    
share, representing a 23% premium, based on the CP and KCS closing prices                                                    
on March 19, 2021 (and $270 per share, representing a 26% premium, based on the respective CP and KCS 30-day 
volume weighted average prices (VWAP). The STB will need to approve the transaction. If approved, the merger will 
be the first Class I transaction of its type since the late 1990s.
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Global e-commerce Logistics
The global e-commerce market saw rapid change in 2020 as the Coronavirus crisis                                                 
spread across the globe. In virtually every location social restrictions and                                                 
stay-at-home orders pushed many to online retail channels. Spikes in e-commerce                                                 
sales were seen globally with markets reporting accelerated adoption as                                                      
bricks-and-mortar stores closed. Consumer behaviour also changed as shoppers                                                    
were pushed online to meet their need for goods in a pandemic-stricken world.                                                   
New retail categories found a willing consumer base online while established sectors                                         
like grocery finally saw a breakthrough in terms of online adoption. The demographics                                        
of online retail shifted too as access and necessity widened the segments of                                                 
populations able and willing to turn to online channels. 
The surge in e-commerce demand was reflected in the global e-commerce logistics                                                 
market which grew by 27.3% in nominal terms in 2020.The EU e-commerce logistics market - Europe’s e-commerce 
market has thrived following the closure of non-essential retail for a significant proportion of the year in some of the        
major economies. Many consumers turned to e-commerce to fulfil their shopping needs. Consequently, the European e-
commerce logistics market grew 26.5% in nominal terms in 2020. It is valued at €70,844m, making it the third largest 
regional market globally. 
The North American e-commerce logistics market - The North American e-commerce logistics market grew by 33.9% in 
nominal terms in 2020. It is valued at €128,783m, accounting for almost one third of the global market. Growth in the 
market is led by the United States which experienced substantial growth in 2020. Despite uneven stay-at-home 
measures across the country and state level, e-commerce growth accelerated. The high demand for e-commerce 
was reflected in Amazon’s annual results, with US revenues experiencing a year-on-year increase of 36.1%
The Asia Pacific e-commerce logistics market - The Asia Pacific e-commerce logistics market grew 22.0% in nominal 
terms in 2020. Valued at €152,977m, it is the largest regional e-commerce logistics market, accounting for 41.6% of the 
global total.
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Is your supply chain ready for what’s next? 
• Supply chain leaders have absorbed some painful and costly lessons                                                           

from the rising turbulence. Their highly optimized and increasingly                                                          
lengthy chains proved more brittle than expected—with most lacking                                                              
resilience in the face of COVID-19. Their reliance on a few, specialized                                                        
suppliers with scale advantages, limited their degrees of freedom when                                                       
they were hit by large unexpected shocks.

• In pursuit of low-cost production systems, supply was heavily concentrated                                                      
in China, increasing the exposure to risk. These problems have been further                                                  
exacerbated by the political and social pushback on globalization—even                                                          
before the pandemic. These and other sources of uncertainty have                                                             
combined in unpredictable ways to increase turbulence. Leaders                                                               
naturally wonder what else may be coming over the horizon?                                                                   
Inherently, the nature of uncertainty defies precise predictions about                                                       
the likelihood, timing and impact of future shocks. Answers to the questions                                                 
of when, where and how will always be shrouded in doubt. Still, it is possible to                                            
explore various zones of uncertainty that may affect future supply chains, as shown in Fig 1.

• Despite these profound uncertainties, some firms will absorb future shock waves better, and navigate greater 
turbulence more adroitly, than their vulnerable rivals. Resilient supply chains can capitalize on organization-wide 
vigilance advantages and resilience. They have honed their capabilities for anticipating looming threats and 
emerging opportunities sooner than their rivals. Vigilance is the collective ability to detect, share, interpret and then 
act on early signals of change from inside and outside the organization.

• This article will address two central questions underlying these vigilance advantages; First, what principles do 
vigilant firms follow to navigate their zones of uncertainty? And second, what are the distinguishing features that 
vigilant organization can orchestrate in order to become more resilient?

This report can be seen at https://cdn.coverstand.com
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Digital Trends for the Trucking Industry in 2021
The first quarter of a new year is a great time for fleet leaders to reflect on how their current plans for the year are going 
and then adjust accordingly if needed. The pandemic added additional stress in the logistics industry, largely due to 
volume fluctuations, and highlighted the need for better technology that will help drive more efficient logistics 
operations.
1. Automation - A specific growth area of technology is the adoption of solutions that use AI and ML for automation.
2. Data and analytics - A positive byproduct of digital transformation and technology adoption is increased access to 

data. Despite data making its way into nearly every industry to optimize workflow, improve business processes, and 
increase revenue, only 23 percent of fleets use data to inform decision-making.

3. Digital transformation - Fleets across the spectrum, from truckload to LTL and final mile, need technology solutions 
to work as efficiently as possible to empower their planners, drivers, and managers, from anywhere, at any time. 
They need to move to the cloud for enhanced communication, security, and access to data. As a result, fleets can 
rise above the competition if they optimize fleet management and workflow solutions and implement software to 
improve decision-making.

Rail delays stymie exporters in Memphis
Exporters and trucking companies are battling delays on Norfolk Southern and CSX Transportation in Memphis, causing 
loaded containers going to Charleston and Savannah to idle for days.

ATA data points to weather-driven tonnage declines for February
The ATA’s advanced Seasonally Adjusted (SA) For-Hire Truck Tonnage Index for                                                    
February—at 110 (2015=100)—decreased 4.5%, from January to February,                                                            
following a 1.4% (upwardly revised from an original reading of 1.4%), from                                                   
December to January, which came in at 115.2. ATA calculates the tonnage                                                      
index based on surveys from its membership and has been doing so since the                                                   
1970s.
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Savage to build, run intermodal terminal at UP yard in Idaho
• Savage has entered into an agreement with Union Pacific Railroad to                                                          

construct and operate an intermodal terminal at UP's rail yard in                                                            
Pocatello, Idaho.

• The Savage Railport-Southern Idaho facility — the first rail intermodal                                                         
terminal in the state — is expected to be operational by mid-year,                                                              
Savage and UP officials said in a joint press release.

• Savage teams will place loaded containers onto rail cars that UP will                                                        
transport to the Northwest Seaport Alliance ports in Tacoma and                                                              
Seattle, Washington. Commodities to be shipped include                                                                       
containerized hay and other agricultural goods.

• "The ability to ship containers out of Idaho directly to the Pacific Northwest by rail will open up supply chains and 
allow more Idaho businesses to access global markets," said Kirk Aubry, Savage president and chief executive officer.

Hopes for supply chain congestion relief as US imports slow down
• The congestion seen on the US West Coast might start to abate as data suggests containerized imports begin 

gradually slowing down.
• According to BIMCO, the US imported 986,555 TEU in February 2021, representing the first time since July 2020 that 

the number of containers entering the country fell below one million.
• However, the traffic still represents the busiest February on record for the US West Coast and is 12.6% higher than it 

was in 2020. While it is usual for there to be seasonal decline in volume at the start of the year, the drop wasn’t as 
high as it was in previous years.

• The ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach between them have seen imports rise by 27.8% in the first two months of 
2021. The US has imported 2.7 million TEU so far in 2021.

• The surge in import traffic has pushed the US transpacific trade imbalance even higher as exports plummeted at the 
same time.
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US import front-loading adds to bullish trans-Pacific Q2 outlook
The consensus among shippers, forwarders, and carriers is that strong consumer demand in North America will 
continue through the second quarter and into the traditional peak season.

Higher freight rates push Hapag-Lloyd to $1 billion 2020 net profit
After announcing its highly profitable operating results in January, Hapag-Lloyd’s annual financial report only reinforced 
what was an incredibly successful 2020 for the carrier.

Norway Gives Green Light for World’s First Ship Tunnel
• Norway has given the green light to begin preparations for the construction on what                                          

is expected to become the world’s first ship tunnel.
• The Stad Ship Tunnel cuts through the Stad peninsula allowing ships up to 25.5 meters                                        

wide to avoid one of the most dangerous routes along the Norwegian coast.
• The Norwegian Coastal Administration has received an assignment letter from the                                              

Ministry of Transport and Communications, which gives a green light to start                                                 
preparations for the construction of the tunnel.

• Based on the allocation letter, Norway will now start the processes of acquisitioning                                        
properties in the area where the ship tunnel will be located, as well as put in place a                                      
project organization, prepare a tender basis and initiate a tender.

Commerce Department moves ahead with duties on Chinese chassis
• The Commerce Department will push ahead with an anti-dumping duty on Chinese-built marine chassis, which 

would raise prices on equipment at a time when there are dislocations and shortages in several US ports and rail 
hubs.

• Comment – 80% of the world’s chassis are built in China. Of late there has been growing demand for chassis around 
the globe as volumes and congestion grow.
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Hapag-Lloyd acquires container shipping specialist NileDutch
• German container shipping major Hapag-Lloyd has signed a sale and purchase agreement to acquire all shares of the 

Dutch container shipping company Nile Dutch Investments B.V.
• The move is expected to strengthen Hapag-Lloyd’s position in the African market.
• With over 40 years of expertise, NileDutch provides container services from and to West Africa. The company is 

present in 85 locations across the world and has 16 own offices in the Netherlands, Belgium, France, Singapore, China, 
Angola, Congo and Cameroon.

• With 10 liner services, around 35,000 TEU of transport capacity and a container fleet of around 80,000 TEU, the 
company connects Europe, Asia and Latin America with West and South Africa.

Containership Charter Market Has Gone ‘Bananas’
• Ocean carriers are becoming increasingly confident that freight rates will remain high for years and are still chartering 

ships for lengthy periods at elevated daily hire rates last seen 16 years ago.
• Alphaliner reports that Maersk has just fixed a trio of 4,600 teu handy classic panamax vessels for periods of 24 to 27 

months at a staggeringly high rate of $35,000 per day. The consultant noted that the last time a panamax 
containership achieved this rate level was in 2005.

• Indeed, the 2009-2010 built Northern Priority, Northern Promotion and Northern Precision managed by Hamburg-
based V Ships would have struggled to achieve $5,000 per day just five years ago.

• Alphaliner said Maersk had joined its 2M partner and rival MSC in a “fixing spree”, noting that Maersk is said to have 
just agreed the charter of two further panamaxes – the 4,253 teu Xiamen and 4,252 teu Nagoya Tower – from UK-
based Zodiac Maritime for periods of 30 months at $32,000 per day.

• The Xiamen was previously achieving just $9,100 a day on charter to another carrier, while Maersk previously had the 
Nagoya Tower on hire last July for two months at $8,950 per day.

• A London broker source told The Loadstar today the containership charter market had gone “crazy”.
• “It’s just gone bananas,” he said, “we have carrier brokers offering to outbid any other offer to get their hands on a 

ship and prepared to fix for three years or more at these rates,” he added.

Captain
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Suez Canal blockage
• The skyscraper-size ship blocking the Suez Canal was freed today.
• The 1,312-foot, 200,000 metric ton Ever Given, nearly a quarter-mile long, created a shipper's nightmare and 

captured the public's imagination when it blocked the canal on March 23, creating a traffic jam of more than 360 
ships as of Sunday and costing billions in delayed shipments. 

• Teams of dredgers and tugboats were able to free the ship's stern on Sunday, moving 330 feet from the western 
bank. The bow was pulled loose on Monday. Workers were aided by high tides helped by a full moon. 

• The after-effects of this stoppage will be felt around the globe, as the delayed ships will slowly move through the 
canal to their destinations. Many vessels, over and above the 360 mentioned above, re-directed around the Cape.

• With vessels and containers tied up in and around the Suez Canal, an already precarious international shipping 
capacity situation has worsened. Expect to see multiple downstream effects such as;
o Vessel availability dropping, pushing ocean rates higher.
o Shipping schedules impacted with delays still to be determined and communicated to shippers.
o Asian export container transshipments delayed as ports await the affected vessels.
o Container availability reduced, increasing SPGO cost (the penalty shippers pay in order to secure an empty 

container for loading in Asia). This has already started, with rates back at $1,600 after having dropped from 
$1,500 to $800 per 40’HC from Asia to NA. This cost is over and above ocean fright rates.

o Port congestion worsening, with “bunches” of ships                                                                           
arriving simultaneously.

o Land traffic backing up as inbound containers arrive                                                                         
simultaneously at ports.

o Transload congestion as port warehouses fill.
o Intermodal delays with demand overload. Chicago and                                                                          

Memphis have huge delays without the Suez impact.
o Delivery impacts.
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'Revitalized' Zim reports biggest profit in its 75-year history
• Israeli ocean carrier Zim has posted its first annual profit for three years – and the biggest in its 75-year history –

recording a net income of $524m for 2020 and claiming it is a “revitalized company”.
• Zim carried an-above industry par 0.7% more containers last year than in 2019, at 2,841,000 teu, and revenue 

jumped 21%, compared with the previous year, to $4bn, for an ebitda of $1.04bn, up from $399m in 2019.
• Its average freight rate was also up, by 21%, to $1,229 per teu, compared with CMA CGM’s $1,154 and Maersk’s 

$1,000. The carrier’s profitability improved dramatically in the final quarter of last year, bringing a net profit of 
$368m as its average rate per teu spiked to $1,518.

What will redistribution of imports mean for surface transportation?
The redistribution of imports increases risk of putting domestic networks further out of balance.
• The largest lanes for maritime imports originate in China and end on the North American West Coast, predominantly 

the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. As of last week, the Southern California ports handled over 40% of the 
shipments entering the U.S. 

• According to this week’s chart, bookings for freight bound for alternative ports are increasing faster than LA and Long 
Beach. Given these are percentages of much smaller starting figures, the changes are significant against the backdrop 
of historic norms. Not only are the ports infrastructures set up to handle a smaller amount of container volumes, but 
surface transportation providers such as drayage, rail and truckload will also be tested as freight flow patterns disrupt 
network balance. 

• For drayage providers, this will simply be an abundance of                                                                   
demand that will inevitably push rates higher and keep them                                                                  
busier than normal. Rail networks were already tested last fall                                                              
with heavy volumes moving from west to east, creating large                                                                  
imbalances. Truckload networks take a long time to build                                                                     
efficiently and drastic changes to domestic freight flows can                                                                
wreak havoc on available capacity.
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Top US importers from Asia accepting higher 
contract rates
With the largest retailers reportedly signing 
annual service contracts for Asian imports 
about $2,500 per FEU to the West Coast and 
$3,500 per FEU to the East Coast, the stage is 
set for mid-size importers and forwarders to 
pay higher rates than that.

Demand growth to outstrip container ship 
capacity despite new orders
After reaching a record low in 2020, a spate of 
orders for container ships scheduled for 
delivery from early 2023 has revived the 
excess capacity discussion.

Suez disruption ripples to be felt for months: 
carriers
The impact on the container shipping supply 
chain of the Suez Canal blockage will extend 
well beyond the refloating of the Ever Given. 
Ships can expect to remain stationary for 
weeks to come as they slowly receive a go-
ahead to convoy through the re-opened Suez 
Canal. This effect is yet to be calculated and 
filtered down to markets.
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America’s container-shipping gridlock
• The spotlight has focused on the armada of container ships                                                                   

stuck in California’s San Pedro Bay, awaiting berths in LA/LB 
• Anchorages are bloated with box ships elsewhere along the                                                                    

West Coast in Oakland and on the East Coast off Savannah,                                                                    
Georgia.

• The common denominator is a massive surge in U.S.                                                                            
consumer demand for Chinese-made goods. 

Montreal Dockworkers Reject Contract Proposal as Truce Expires
• After more than two years without a contract and seven months after a strike that crippled Canada’s second busiest 

port, Montreal’s longshoremen unanimously rejected the contract proposal from the Maritime Employers Association. 
The no vote along with the expiration of a seven-month truce raised the possibility of a strike at the Port of Montreal.

• The often-contentious negotiations are between the union and the association which employs the dockworkers on 
behalf of the terminals that handle containers as well bulk cargos ranging from oil to fertilizer and iron ore. One of the 
central issues is the dockworkers' schedule of  19-days-on and two-days off that the union contends is especially hard 
on the work-life balance of the workers. Last July, the dockworkers staged a 40-hour work stoppage to call attention to 
the fact that they had been working since the beginning of 2019 without a collective bargaining agreement. A month 
later they struck for 10 days causing significant disruption to ship operations all along the east coast of Canada. 

LA/LB

San Fran
Savannah
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What the science says about 7 common COVID-19 vaccine myths
• The Pfizer-BioNtech, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson/Janssen vaccines may be miracles of modern medicine, but 

they were also developed in a remarkably short time frame, amid a sea of misinformation and conspiracy theories. 
So, it’s understandable that some may feel initially hesitant about getting vaccinated. 

• Best practices for talking about the importance of COVID-19 vaccination include genuinely listening to the concerns 
that others express and only providing answers you know to be true. If you’re unsure about a fact, it’s fine to say so 
and to direct the person to a reputable source or do more research yourself.

• With all the misinformation floating around, we rounded up seven common vaccine myths that may dissuade 
people from getting vaccinated. Here’s what the science tells us about the COVID-19 vaccines.
o Myth 1: The vaccines were rushed to market, so we don’t know their long-term impacts - All three vaccines 

were built on technology that has been in development for years. Pfizer and Moderna both launched mRNA 
vaccines, which have been in development for decades. mRNA vaccines are also being researched for Zika, 
flu, rabies, and more, according to the CDC. 

o Myth 2: Getting the vaccine means getting a small amount of the virus injected - None of the shots actually 
give you the SARS-CoV-2 virus, which causes COVID-19.

o Myth 3: Vaccines can change your DNA - the mRNA that is used in the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines never 
interacts with your DNA.

o Myth 4: Vaccines can affect your fertility - Loss of fertility is scientifically unlikely.
o Myth 5: Lots of people are having allergic reactions to the vaccine - Only an extremely small number of 

people have had a reaction that was severe enough to require treatment with epinephrine or hospitalization. 
o Myth 6: The new variants will make the vaccines useless anyway - While it’s true that some of the new 

strains of the virus make vaccines less effective, experts still think that vaccination is critical.
o Myth 7: Getting vaccinated doesn’t reduce your risk of spreading the virus to others - More research is still 

being done to understand how—and if—vaccinated people can still spread the virus to others, even if they 
don’t get sick (or only have minor symptoms) themselves. 
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Remote Patient Monitoring
• The coronavirus pandemic has catalyzed a greater need for remote patient                                                     

monitoring (RPM) tools, spurred on by their ability to enable the observation                                                
and treatment of patients from afar. RPM solutions gather patients’ biometric                                                
data and apply analytics, providing physicians with a holistic view of their health                                          
—enabling clinicians to intervene before a patient’s condition deteriorates.

• Three key questions 
o How are US health systems, payers, and researchers leveraging remote                                                         

patient monitoring solutions to improve patients’ health outcomes,                                                           
reduce readmission rates, and lower cost of providing care?

o What are the opportunities and challenges impacting vendors in the                                                           
remote patient monitoring space?

o What does the future of the remote patient monitoring space look like?
• Top US health systems, payers, and researchers are using RPM solutions to                                                    

improve patient health outcomes, slash care costs, and transform their operations.                                           
US health systems, payers, and researchers are implementing RPM tools to enable                                              
early medical interventions, prevent higher spending on members, and propel                                                  
clinical research endeavors forward. Trends such as consumers’ growing interest in                                           
virtual care, challenges like poor connectivity and data privacy concerns could hold                                         
RPM tech back from reaching its full potential.

• Patients and caregivers in the US are becoming more willing to use RPM solutions                                             
to manage chronic conditions, which bodes well for future adoption of the tech.                                              
75% of chronic disease patients and caregivers said they’d be willing to use an                                              
RPM tool designed to treat their or their loved one’s condition if it was                                                    
recommended by their doctor.
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Contracts Awarded for Dogger Bank Wind Farm Service Operation Vessels
• UK-based North Star Renewables has been awarded contracts                                                                       

for delivering three service operation vessels for the Dogger                                                                
Bank wind farm.

• The total value of the contracts including options is estimated                                                              
to be at about GBP 270 million.

• The 3.6 GW Dogger Bank wind farm will be the largest offshore                                                                
wind farm in the world when complete in 2026 and is being                                                                    
built in three equal phases of 1.2 GW each (Dogger Bank A, B                                                                 
and C). The contracts with North Star are associated with the A                                                              
and B phases.

• The three SOVs will feature hybrid-battery technology and                                                                       
dynamic positioning (DP2) for walk-to-work crew transfers and equipment to and from the turbines in wave heights 
above 3 meters.

Alibaba Group Xiaomanlv delivery robots hit Chinese universities
• Xiaomanlv, which means little donkey, made its debut last year, tapping the artificial                                       

intelligence and autonomous driving technology of Alibaba’s research and innovation                                          
institute DAMO Academy.

• Students can set a pick-up time to get deliveries to their dorms.
• In October, 22 logistics robots led by Xiaomanlv hit the Zijingang campus of Zhejiang                                        

University for Double 11. During the event, Alibaba provided a robot-only delivery                                              
service at the university, involving more than 30,000 packages.

• Wang Gang, the Head of DAMO Academy’s auto-driving lab, said: “Xiaomanlv is the                                                 
first logistics robot in the industry that can achieve mass production. DAMO hopes to use technical means to improve 
the end delivery efficiency, meet mass social needs, and let robots take over end logistics.”
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New air technologies fast approaching
• British Faradair is developing an 18-seat                                                                                                        

hybrid plane called Beha, a hybrid -electric                                                                                    
aircraft concept that solves three core                                                                                      
problems hindering regional flight growth:                                                                                   
Noise, Operation Costs, Emissions. The Beha                                                                                  
concept, powered by a combination of                                                                                         
bio-diesel and electric motors, will use short                                                                                  
runways because of its revolutionary design.

• British Airways presents BA 2119 Flight of the Future - BA 2119: Flight of the Future, in collaboration with the Royal 
College of Art, seeks to push the boundaries of imagination and explore how future generations will circumvent the 
globe in a world of advanced jet propulsion,                                                                                 
hyper personalization, automation, AI,                                                                                       
modular transport, sustainability, health                                                                                    
and entertainment. Set to take place at                                                                                      
Saatchi Gallery in London, 40 postgraduate                                                                                   
students from the Royal College of Art have                                                                                  
been working on the project to imagine the                                                                                   
future of flight in both digital and physical form. Exploring trends and drivers from the                                    
research commissioned by British Airways through respected insights organization,                                            
Foresight Factory, the students are looking at the future through three lenses; aircraft,                                    
experience and people. The exhibition acknowledges that the desire and ability to                                            
travel is set to grow and focuses on sustainability and technology to drive change.

Images credit British Airways
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